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9 CPython

Key terms: CPython dis GIL

Reading: Allison Kaptur’s Python Bytecode: Fun With Dis19

Reading: David Beazley’s Understanding the Python GIL20

Exercise: Write a program that expects as its argument the path
to a Python program, and uses dis to indicate the maximum
number of positional and named parameters used in its function
calls (CALL_FUNCTION events).

CPython is the official and canonical implementation of Python. It compiles
source code in a just-in-time manner and executes it in a virtual machine.
Two (dangerous) functions compile and execute code in a single go: eval()
evaluates a single expression, and exec() executes statements but ignores
any objects they return.21

Compiled bytecode — try compile() — is a moving target not expected
to be durable; it can be generated at any time from source code. For
scripts run on the command line, the bytecode is stored only in memory; for
modules, it is cached in a .pyc file whose location is given by the __cached__
attribute of imported modules.

# Compile bytecode from this source snippet
snippet = 'quantity=44; print(quantity)'
bytecode = compile (snippet, '', 'exec')
eval(bytecode)

dis (disassembler) is a tool that enumerates the instructions of the vir-
tual machine: dis.Bytecode() returns a list of Instruction objects. There
are 114 named operations (BINARY_AND, IMPORT_FROM, etc.); the
names are given in opcode.opname. The first analysis only shows the progam
body, not the content of functions, which can be recursively disassembled
if needed. To invoke the disassembly it is only necessary to run dis.dis
(snippet), or else the disassembly is available as an iterable:

# See "information about the code object" and disassemble
print (dis.Bytecode(snippet).info(),
[op for op in dis.Bytecode(snippet)])

Subprocessing allows us to integrate already-built and possibly faster tools
that are not written in Python. Using subprocess.run() is easier than
the lower-level Popen. Input and output are in bytes objects that must be
decoded for comparison.

command = [ '/bin/uname', '-a' ]
print(subprocess.run(command, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,

timeout=10**-1))

The Global Interpreter Lock “ensures that only one thread runs in the inter-
preter at once,” according to David Beazley. It is a compound lock whose
purpose is to simplify certain low-level jobs by guaranteeing no contention
over system resources. This makes threads less useful in CPU-bound work
executed by CPython, and means that generators used as thread substi-
tutes (user-level threading) do not provide any speedup. We can exploit
several cores by running a Python environments on each processor core if
we want; I tested the virtual machine as taking up 5 megabytes of RAM.
Among the alternatives are other implementations of the language, such as
the higher-performance PyPy3, and the possibility of writing the costliest
subroutines in the C language.

19http://akaptur.com/blog/2013/08/14/python-bytecode-fun-with-dis/
20http://www.dabeaz.com/python/UnderstandingGIL.pdf
21https://medium.com/techtofreedom/the-eval-function-in-python-a-powerful-but-dangerous-weapon-ba44e39fa9e2
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